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Cheap Imports from China

The government will soon announce regulations to

block imports of cheap, substandard goods from

China and other countries.

Consumer affairs minister Ram Vilas Paswan said

people should themselves boycott products

shipped in from the hostile neighbour.

The minister said the government had

strengthened the Bureau of Indian Standards

(BIS).

New rules and regulations are being finalised to

make sure that imported products abide by Indian

norms for quality.



Our Basmati rice exports can get rejected, but

when their goods come to India, there is no strict

quality control.

In our Consumer Affairs Department, there is BIS

which makes standards for 25,000 products.

Now we have a new law. Its rules and regulations

are in the last stage.

Once the regulations are strictly implemented,

sub-standard goods will stop coming in.



Chinese Bids in Infra

Border hostilities could invite tighter scrutiny of

bids by Chinese companies for key infrastructure

projects.

Offers by Chinese companies for project

implementation or the supply of heavy

machinery are likely to be vetted more intensely

from the standpoint of security.

Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan (selfreliant India

mission).

First project under scanner: Delhi-Meerut Rapid

Rail Transport System.



The Letter of Award has not been given to

Shanghai Tunnel yet.

The Delhi-Meerut RRTS is an ADB-funded project.

Multilateral procurement guidelines, which need

to be followed for projects funded by agencies

such as the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and

World Bank, don’t allow discrimination among

firms or countries.

Government norms mandate that the entity

submitting the lowest financial bid, or L1, secures

the contract.



Telecom PSUs

The government will bar Chinese companies from
providing any telecom equipment to state-run
phone companies and may also prohibit private
mobile operators from using gear supplied by the
likes of Huawei and ZTE.

The Department of Telecommunications (DoT)
will also scrap and rework a 4G telecom
equipment tender floated by state-run Bharat
Sanchar Nigam Ltd (BSNL) and Mahanagar
Telephone Nigam Ltd (MTNL) to keep out Chinese
vendors.

The annual market for telecom equipment in India
is pegged at about ₹12,000 crore, of which
Chinese companies account for a fourth.



Sweden’s Ericsson, Finland’s Nokia and South

Korea’s Samsung account for the rest.

China is not permitting import of Indian telecom

equipment whereas it is subsidising Chinese

telecom gear, which is then underpriced in the

Indian market.

As a result, our indigenous telecom equipment

manufacturers are unable to come up.

Telecom formed the backbone of critical digital

infrastructure and the government is moving to

safeguard the country’s security.



Auto Industry

Wheels are moving again for India’s auto industry.

Top three car makers are seeing bookings and enquiries rise to 85% of

pre-Covid levels.

Subsequent to this, the fundamentals of economy and the Covid

situation will determine demand.

Various research reports indicate that consumers will be seeking more

value in response to expected lower income levels.



National Employment Policy

The government has fast-tracked the proposed

National Employment Policy.

NEP aims at formalisation of the country’s 500

million workforce including migrants to ensure

job and social security.

The policy will lay out a sectoral roadmap with

incentives for employment generation, based on

the recommendations of the Thawar Chand

Gehlot-led group of ministers in the wake of the

Covid-19-induced economic crisis.



Labour minister Santosh Gangwar has asked

officials to look at the employment policy afresh

keeping in mind the challenges thrown up by the

pandemic.

The NEP will have the twin objectives of creating

an enabling environment for attracting new

enterprises and industries to generate

employment opportunities while improving the

skill sets of the existing workforce to make it

employable.



FM to PSBs expenses

No new cars, no interior decoration items, no unnecessary

travel, no refurbishment of guesthouses, and a freeze on

revision of prerequisites — these are part of a finance ministry

diktat to state-owned banks to defer “avoidable” expenditure

until the next fiscal.

The ministry on Wednesday also directed public sector banks

to reduce spending on publicity and conferences by 20% or

more year on year by using social media and press releases

effectively and pooling advertising expenses with other PSBs.

“In the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, it is necessary that

banks take appropriate measures to ensure productive use of

their financial resources for core business activities,” it said.
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Do you know? 
Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of the gift of knowledge”

So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 


